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FLYDOG’S TECHNOLOGIES CAN BE ALTERED 
WITH REGARDS TO DEPLOYMENT LOCATION, 
SPECIFIED SENSORS, TELEMETRY, DATA 
STORAGE AND USER INTERFACE 
REQUIREMENTS TO MEET YOUR NEEDS. 

Flydog was founded in 2007 as a hardware design and 
product development bureau. During the years, many 
interdisciplinary projects have been carried out and 
delivered involving mechanics, industrial design, 
electronics, HMI, engineering and prototyping.  

A pre-study in 2010 on Marine Surveillance undertaken by 
Flydog made way for Marinexplore as a startup, aimed at 
marine data visualization and analysis project in 2012.  

Over time, all of it has played an integral part in shaping 
our understanding and maturing our experience in the 
manufacturing and operational phase for the marine 
industry.

Flydog has been involved in many clean-tech projects 
giving the team good insight and experience especially in 
the marine industry. 

With our multi-talented team focused on the marine 
industry, we divide our core expertise into four distinct 
areas. 

• Design & Modelling. 3D Modeling & Drawings. 

• Marine Hardware. Manufacturing & Construction. 

• Software. Development & Integration for hardware. 

• Consultancy Services. Custom solutions. For you. 

From the beginning, Flydog team’s core activities included 
designing Navigation Buoys for the Estonian Maritime 
Administration, to performing the first integration of a 
profiler module into a custom designed and constructed 
buoy in 2009. 

We are available for any of these four aspects to your 
business needs, simply get in touch with us.

FLYDOG HAS A RESOURCEFUL NETWORK OF 
COLLABORATORS FROM ENGINEERING AND 
DESIGN, MANUFACTURING AND ACADEMIC AREAS 
FOR FAST, FLEXIBLE AND RESULT-ORIENTED 
PROJECT SETUP & DELIVERY. 

Flydog’s main hardware product line includes Data and Profiler 
Buoys, Profiler Modules, Hardware Controller for winches and 
custom made Data-loggers. 

Currently, our primary customers are located in Estonia, Finland, 
Norway, Sweden and UK. We are committed towards growing 
our customer base with excellent products which are 
accompanied by impeccable service and support. 

Overall, Flydog embodies a team of professionals in 
engineering, industrial design and manufacturing. When 
required, we are able to consolidate a team of engineers and 
designers from 1 up to 10 onto a project depending upon its 
requirements.

THE TEAM: 
Andri Laidre, CEO & Founder 

Karl Vene, CTO & Co-Founder 

Paul Kustavus, Software Architect 

Khurram Butt, Business Leader

Heiko Pikner, Electronics Engineer 

Maanus Paavel, Manufacturing Engineer 

Jan Zavitski, Hardware Architect

A multi-disciplined company creating 
curated solutions for the marine sector.



III. SOFTWARE ENGINEERING  
SERIOUS PERFORMANCE. GUARANTEED.

We compliment our hardware solution with custom made in-house software which simplifies 
the process of controlling, configuring and retrieving data. Our advanced computing 
backend can be integrated with a range of data-loggers and industry standard marine 
sensors installed on our buoys. 

The tight integration allows to integrate a wide range of sensors with software app, send their 
data to the clients’ FTP, manage while the sensors can be controlled and managed too. Our 
software solution is in use by current hardware customers in Estonia and Finland, who are 
benefiting from its versatility and reliability.

3D technologies have changed mechanical construction in a way that lets engineers and 
designers work together more than ever. With numerous projects under our belt, we deliver 
3D models and drawings, provide visualizations, prototyping and simulations services to a 
range of customers. 

We can take your existing designs in complete confidentiality for modifications or as a starting 
point to solve engineering or construction problems, design and analyze motion, even render 
images to reflect final product, and simulate assembly to send data to CNC machines. With 
over 7 years of design & prototyping experience, you’re in safe hands.

I. DESIGN & MODELING  
A SOLID FOUNDATION. A STEADY START.

Flydog designs and builds fully customizable sea monitoring buoys that are 
unsinkable, fit large number of profilers, use solar-panels, send real-time data via 
comms and are easy to install. 

Our Data Buoy is customizable in design and size, where as the autonomous Profiler 
Buoy is equipped with data-logger and data management system with a standard set 
of sensors, both available for sale. Our Submersed Profiler currently being designed 
and produced, actuates the CTD probe, has a back-up power unit and a controller 
with internal storage and long distance data transmitter.

II. HARDWARE ENGINEERING  
WHERE DESIGN COMES ALIVE.

We have customers who at times want our solutions or partial modules to be 
customized to fit their intricate needs. We delivered to the technical challenges and 
continue to provide solutions for European Union programs and consortiums, i.e. 
BONUS program and GEOILWATCH consortium.  

We have partnerships with existing players in the marine market for whom we provide 
our standard buoys, standalone winches, hardware parts and custom made data-
loggers. If there is a need a particular part of hardware products or the complete 
solution. We can customize our services to attain business opportunities and allow our 
corporate relationships to grow tenfold.

IV. CONSULTANCY SERVICES  
YOU DESERVE IT. WE PROVIDE IT.



Flydog have been competently delivering as a hardware and 
software team on various marine projects and research programs 
for the marine industry over the last 7 years. 

IN AUTUMN 2014, FLYDOG WILL DEPLOY A BOTTOM 
ANCHORED MONITORING SYSTEM 3 KM FROM THE 
ISLAND OF KERI IN ESTONIA. 

The uniqueness of Flydog’s innovation lies in vertical integration 
of our hardware, software, services and processes to keep tight 
control of our curated and efficient solutions. 

THE SYSTEM WORKS AT A DEPTH OF 100 METERS 
AND IS DESIGNED TO WORK THROUGH ALL 
SEASONS PROVIDING ACCURATE & QUALITY DATA 
TO MARINE SYSTEMS INSTITUTE OF ESTONIA.

We design, construct and assemble hardware 
entirely via in-house development.

(2008) PHOTO: NAVIGATION BUOYS DESIGNED, CONSTRUCTED AND DEPLOYED AT THE BALTIC SEA.

Flydog’s Navigation Buoy for 
arctic conditions. 



For additional information for our hardware products with their illustrations and technical specification sheets are available in brochure 
format from our Flydog Business Team. All rights reserved. Designed by Flydog in July 2014.

A Sea Monitoring System consisting of an autonomous 
profiler buoy, data-logger and data management system. 
The system provides a comprehensive solution that is both 
cost-effective and time-efficient. The buoy is equipped with 
sensors to measure parameters specified by the customer 
(temperature, salinity, microbiology, etc.)

FD PROFILER BUOY

• Profiling Depth: 200 m  Profiling Speed: 0.05-0.2 m/s 

• Height of Buoy: 4 m  Height Above Water: 2 m 

• Diameter: 1,2 m Weight: 450 kg 

• Power: Rechargeable LiFePO4 cells (12V, 20Ah),  
3 solar panels (3x24 W). Comms: GPRS, Iridium 

• Construction: Polyurethane foam float on a steel frame 
covered with hard polyurethane coating. 

• Electronics: Flydog Logger & Hardware Controller. 

• Cost: Starting at €74,995 excluding sensors. 

• Availability: Can be ordered. 

The sensors are lowered to the bottom of the sea from an 
on-board winch making measurements on the way. The 
waterproof cargo bay can carry different measuring, 
surveillance and data equipment.

The profiler module is based on the bigger profiler buoy. The 
module can be installed onto any floating platform of your 
choice. The solution is ideal for lake research projects. It 
consists of an autonomous profiler, data-logger and a web-
based data management system, allowing off the shelf 
solution for any data collection needs.

FD PROFILER MODULE

• Profiling Depth: 200 m   

• Profiling Speed: 0.05-0.2 m/s 

• Height: 0.8 m  Width: 0.9 m Weight: 50 kg 

• Power: Rechargeable LiFePO4 cells (12V, 20Ah) with 4 
solar panels (4x24W). Comms: GPRS, Iridium 

• Electronics: Flydog Logger & Hardware Controller.  

• Installation: Can be use on customer’s own floats, or 
can be altered for specific needs if required. 

• Cost: Starting at €49,995 excluding sensors. 

• Availability: Can be ordered.

The sensors are lowered to the bottom from an on-board 
winch making measurements on the way. The module can 
carry different measuring, surveillance and data equipment 
for your specific project requirements.

The lightweight data buoy can be equipped with different 
sensors and probes which makes it ideal for applications 
where the configuration of the buoy has to be changed often. 
If customer requires a different data-logger compared to our 
own Flydog Logger, we can offer the integration of such 
data-loggers on our data buoy.

 FD DATA BUOY 

• Height of Buoy: 2,0 m Height Above Water: 1,2 m 

• Diameter: 1,2 m Weight: 120 kg 

• Power: Rechargeable LiFePO4 cells (12V, 20Ah),  
3 solar panels (3x24 W). Comms: GPRS, Iridium 

• Construction: Polyurethane foam float on a steel frame 
covered with hard polyurethane coating. 

• Electronics: Flydog Logger. 

• Customization: Can be altered for specific needs.  

• Cost: Starting at €29,995 excluding sensors. 

• Availability: Can be ordered.

With customization at the core, the platform can be 
configured using a range of variations. The open structure of 
the float enables to place the sensors on surface level or 
submerged in water at required depth.

OUR ADVANCED MARINE BUOYS AND PROFILERS.
FLYDOG: PRODUCT LINEUP



Delivered to our Estonian & Finnish customers, our 
buoys winch its sensors to the bottom of the sea and take 
measurements on the way (salinity, temperature, turbidity, 
chlorophyll a, dissolved oxygen etc). The data is sent over 
GPRS connection to Flydog’s data server. The buoys are 
controlled and managed using Flydog’s software, app or 
web-based interface over the internet eliminating the need 
for a dedicated computer or software installation. 

OUR CUSTOMERS FOR PROFILER BUOYS 
INCLUDE ESTONIAN MARINE SYSTEMS 
INSTITUTE AND LUODE CONSULTING IN 
FINLAND. 

With servicing contracts in place, we are always 
available for our customers when needed ensuring that 
their investments will be safe for years to come.

Flydog’s Profiler Buoy making ‘in-situ’ 
measurements in the Baltic Sea. 
(2014) PHOTO: PROFILE BUOYS DESIGNED, CONSTRUCTED AND DEPLOYED AT THE BALTIC SEA.



We have all aspects of competence enfolded 
in our versatile workforce.

I N T R O D U C I N G  F LY D O G

A graduate from Tallinn University of Technology in Product 
Development (MSc). Having worked at the university for 
three years, he founded Flydog in 2007. Andri has also 
studied product development in Helsinki University of 
Technology & Product Design in Estonian Academy of Arts.  

Andri has a valuable experience in designing mechanically 
complex devices and leading various product development 
projects. With the gained experience, he is often asked to 
mentor Estonian startups, give presentations and lectures.

ANDRI LAIDRE  
CEO & FOUNDER

Karl came across the marine industry while working at 
Tallinn University of Technology in 2006 and doing his 
masters degree. He designed a navigation buoy for icy 
conditions, which soon became widely used.  

In 2009, Karl started PhD studies, but put it on hold, to 
focus on Flydog as it started to expand and grow. Karl has 
been an entrepreneur since 2004, worked on several EU 
projects in PERA international as RTD engineer and 
promoted engineering studies in high schools.

KARL VENE  
CTO & C0-FOUNDER

Paul has studied physics at the University of Tartu and Tallinn 
University of Technology. He has been involved in various 
large scale mission critical software projects for the Estonian 
government, including e-customs, e-police and X-road. 

His expertise includes C/C++, Linux systems programming, 
enterprise application development using Java, Scala, Oracle 
databases, web application development using Ruby, 
Javascript, Ember.js, HTML, CSS and MySQL, programming 
of UI, server-side and embedded systems.

PAUL KUSTAVUS  
SOFTWARE ARCHITECT

Originally from Scotland, graduated from University of Glasgow 
in Business Management and Computing (BSc), Khurram has 
previously worked for Apple and O2 UK. He is responsible for 
all deliverables related to business strategies, account 
management, public relations, organization and business 
development and marketing plans.  

Khurram’s aim is to enable Flydog to have consistent revenue 
generation, introduce business mechanics to pinpoint key 
opportunities to have a sustainable business framework.

KHURRAM BUTT  
BUSINESS LEADER



Our engineers are experienced in their 
respective fields with a wide scope of skill-sets.

Heiko is a graduate from Tallinn 
University of Technology (TUT) in 

Mechatronics (MSc). His experience in 
robotics and electronics engineering 

is invaluable to the team. Heiko is 
mainly responsible for software 

development for embedded systems 
and focuses on the electronics for our 
buoys, profiler modules and all related 

development needs. 

Heiko contributes extensively to the 
team using his remarkable and 

comprehensive C/C++, C#, Java and 
Python programming skills for 

embedded devices.

HEIKO PIKNER  
ELECTRONICS ENGINEER

Jan is responsible for the design of 
electronic circuits and printed circuit 
boards. This covers analog design, 

power supply design, signal and 
power integrity analysis and 

integration of various micro-controller 
systems. Jan has an UG degree from 

Tallinn University of Technology in 
Electronics Engineering, and MSc in 

Electronics and Bionics.  

Jan’s expertise includes C (AVR, 
ARM, x86), FreeRTOS, Java/Swing, C
++/Qt, Ruby, Octave/MATLAB, LATEX 

and all related applications.

JAN ZAVITSKI  
HARDWARE ARCHITECT

Maanus is our manufacturing 
engineer deals with every production, 
manufacturing, prototype testing and 
inventory related matter. He handles 
all machinery, milling and drilling of 

components on daily basis. 

Maanus started his internship at 
Flydog, and has received extensive 

hands on training from Andri and Karl. 
He has been here since working with 
the rest of the team delivering on EU 

projects and all 3D design related 
assignments, becoming an essential 

member of the team. 

.

MAANUS PAAVEL  
MANUFACTURING ENGINEER



Flydog’s R&D is working on a revolutionary 
solution for the marine sector. 

ANDRI LAIDRE BEING INTERVIEWED BY ESTONIAN NEWS REPORTERS ABOUT A FLYDOG PILOT PROJECT.

FLYDOG HAS COMBINED ITS YEARS OF 
MECHANICAL, ELECTRONICS, SOFTWARE 
AND HARDWARE KNOWLEDGE FROM 
THE MARINE INDUSTRY TO SOLVE A 
COMPLEX PROBLEM WITH 
A REMARKABLE SOLUTION.
Over the years, we have identified an underlying 
trend that the marine industry continues to face, 
which we refer to as a ‘fragmentation crisis’. As 
the demand exists for a curated solution with 
scalable deployment of multi-vendor marine sensors 
with a hardware platform and advanced software 
which are efficient, integrated and cost effective.



FLYBOX + SENSORNEST  
Our next big thing is on its way. 

The FlyBox can forward the data and controls over the chosen communications link to the 
advanced computing backend system designed entirely by us. 

SensorNest is built on a robust Service-Oriented Architecture offering software 
applications and web based cloud services. It is built in-house using latest computing 
and web technologies. It is designed for both data management and infrastructure 
monitoring/control functionality via the web or software app, offering an easy-to-use 
interface to the end users. With reliable and redundant data hosting provided on our 
behalf, together with 24-hour remote management and support services, a practical and 
much needed solution is being created. 

SensorNest, an intelligent data processing and analysis system combined with our 
hardware device FlyBox; it will manage the vast amount of data produced, will collect live 
and archived data streams, conversion of raw data into information and allowing it to be 
morphed into meaningful knowledge. 

Overall, it is a Sensor Network Management System (SNMS) using hardware and 
software interplay for simplifying, improving and introducing multi-vendor sensor integration, 
deployment, servicing and data collection for the marine industry.

WE HAVE COMPLETED ‘PROTOTYPING PHASE’ WITH A GAME CHANGING 
SOLUTION, IN FORM OF A HARDWARE COMMUNICATIONS DEVICE AND 
CLOUD BASED SOFTWARE BACKEND PLATFORM TO REVOLUTIONIZE 
SENSORY DATA COLLECTION FOR THE MARINE SECTOR. 

Our aim is to share the innovation developed over time to open up more opportunities for 
environmental information collection. The uniqueness of our innovation lies in using of multi-
vendor sensors and seamless data collection, a straightforward plug and play activity. 

Flydog Hardware (FlyBox) aims to be an intelligent configurable hardware platform 
combining hardware controller with data logging; for multi-vendor sensor I/O with two-
way communications, and designed for long-term operations in any location or 
environment. This hardware device offers more with its open architecture, modular I/O, 
remote configuration and diagnostics, diverse data transfer capabilities, configurable 
sensor interface, remote firmware upgrade facilities with support for analog, digital, 
RS-232, RS-422, RS-485, MODBUS, CANBUS, and SDI-12 interfaces.  

This solves an array of industrial, economic and social problems in the marine industry by 
promoting efficient and innovative engineering, removing single vendor lock-in for data-
loggers, incentivizing replacement of outdated hardware, moving away from limited single 
purpose software applications, and challenging unrealistic pricing fallacies.

CONNECTING THE DOTS.

All rights reserved. Any information provided, participation in the pilot program, hardware equipment and data collection is subjected to 
NDA and legal agreements to protect both parties and ensure that Flydog’s intellectual property is safe and secure.

FLYBOX + SENSORNEST.  
CONTACT US TO SIGN UP FOR OUR 2014 PILOT PROGRAM 

FOR FIELD TRIALS. TAKING PLACE IN MARCH 2015.



Flydog Solutions LLC 
Energia 6a 
Tallinn 11316, Estonia 

Tel: +372 5655 008 
Web: www.flydogmarine.com 
E-mail: info@flydogmarine.com

CONTACT US

Flydog embodies a team of professionals in engineering, 
industrial design and manufacturing. We are able to 
consolidate a team of engineers and designers from 1 up 
to 10 onto one project depending upon its requirements. 

WE CAREFULLY CHOOSE WHAT WE WORK ON. 
OUR PRODUCTS DISTINGUISH THEMSELVES BY 
THEIR EFFICIENCY, LONGEVITY, IMPECCABLE 
DESIGN AND TECHNOLOGICAL SUPERIORITY. 

Flydog wants to expand, assimilate, and is currently 
building our business beyond its current success. We 
have the skills, mindset and resources necessary to 
deliver on our future goals and your business 
requirements. 

We always appreciate all forms of feedback to continue to 
serve our customers the best way possible. We look 
forward to hearing from you.  

Thank you for taking time to learn about Flydog, its 
products and team members.

All rights reserved. Flydog believes that information provided in this publication is correct at the time of printing but takes no 
responsibility for accuracy of information published which may be subject to change. Designed by Flydog in July 2014.
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